FROM THE END OF HISTORY TO THE END OF PROGRESS
THE SHIFTING MEANING OF MIDDLE CLASS
BY FRANK GRAVES
[Ottawa – February 26, 2015] A few years ago, we began noticing something very different about
the way the public looked at the economy1. The public seemed to believe that we were
encountering an end of progress. The idea of a “better life” or what is known to the south as the
American Dream seemed to be slipping away. Among citizens of both Canada and the United
States, there was a growing recognition that the middle class bargain of shared prosperity, which
had propelled upper North America to pinnacle status in the world economy in the last half of the
twentieth century, was unravelling.
In this brief consideration of the political implications of the problems of the middle class, we will
examine both perceptions and behaviour (and values). Our work reflects the grand insights of
major recent scholarly work by Daron Acemoğlu, Thomas Piketty, Richard Wilkinson, Miles Corak,
and others. We believe that this percolating crisis of the middle class is the greatest challenge of
our time and we have argued this narrative to very senior audiences in Canada and the United
States – whoever will listen and act.
Despite near public consensus on the severity of the issue, and impressive empirical and expert
support, many in the media and elsewhere deny the problem. And yes, there is still relative
prosperity in the Canadian economy – we certainly aren’t Spain, let alone Greece. The trajectory,
however, is clearly to stagnation and decline, except for those at the top of the system.2
The public are not deluded, nor hysterical. The clarity of public concerns around the issue of
middle class decline is remarkable. Moreover, when we unpack this across generational cohorts
we can see that the unravelling is much more evident as we move from seniors to young Canada.
So while still eminently fixable, the trend lines lead to a very gloomy prognosis which is currently
infecting public outlook and threatening to become a self-fulfilling prophecy.
Fears are highest when turned to the future, particularly concerns about retirement, and the fate
of future generations. Whereas the middle class used to mean one could attain a house and a
few luxuries and a better life than one’s parents it is now all about security, which has become
the elusive lacuna as it applies to the ability to get by and to retire with security. The grey
outlook on the present turns almost black as the public ponder the fate of future generations.
Consider the troubling syllogism laid out below:
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A troubling syllogism?
Proposition 1: IF a healthy society and a strong economy require a growing,
optimistic middle class
Proposition 2: AND IF the middle class is neither growing nor optimistic

THEN societal health and economic progress will be in peril if
these negative conditions persist

Implication:

Q. Please rate the extent to which you agree or
disagree with the following statement:

Q. Overall, which of the following choices do you
believe best describes Canada’s middle class?

“A growing and optimistic middle
class is an essential component of
societal progress”

4

Shrinking

Growing

69
(1-3)

9

85
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Disagree (1-3)
Neither (4)
Agree (5-7)

Pessimistic

56
(1-3)

15 12
Staying
the same (4)

(5-7)

Optimistic

24
Neither (4)

16
(5-7)

BASE: Canadians; July 16-23, 2013 (n=2,620), MOE +/- 1.9%, 19 times out of 20

There is a virtual consensus that a growing and optimistic middle class is a precondition for
societal health and economic prosperity. This consensus position reflects the historical record of
when nations succeed.3 Yet if this consensus is correct, we note with alarm that almost nobody
thinks that these conditions are in place in Canada. To the contrary, the consensus view is that
the middle class is shrinking and pessimistic.

What has changed?

There are important barometers of confidence and we have tested these the same way in
repeated measures for twenty years or so; the trajectories are clear and revealing. Never in our
tracking has Canada had such a gloomy outlook on the economic future. Never in our tracking
has the sense of progress from the past been so meager. The right wing commentariat may seize
upon partial stories/research to suggest: i) this is a non-issue – only of concern to “wonks”; and
ii) things are swimmingly well and even if public show fears, they are being foolish. We say the
public are right.
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The point isn’t that Canada is in a state of privation and economic distress – it clearly isn’t. The
point is that the factors that produced progress and success don’t seem to be working in the
same way anymore. And the problem is accelerating as we move down the generational ladder.
The current generation sees itself falling backward and sees an even steeper decline in future.
The typical optimism of youth is very muted as they encounter an economy that doesn’t seem to
offer the same promise of shared progress available to their parents and grandparents.

Generational outlook and social class
Generational Outlook

Self-Rated Social Class

““Thinking about your overall quality of life do you think
the next generation will be better off, worse off, or about
the same as you are 25 years from now?”

“Would you describe you and your household as poor, working class,
middle class, or upper class?”

70

57

67

% who say MIDDLE CLASS
63
62
60

60

62

61

26
13

50

48

47

46

Worse off
About the same
Better off
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40
2000

2002

2004

US

2006

2008

2010

2012

2014

Canada

BASE (left): Canadians; September 21-25, 2014 (n=774), MOE +/- 3.5%, 19 times out of 20
BASE (right): Canadians; December 12-15, 2013 (n=3,468), MOE +/- 1.7%, 19 times out of 20

So it appears that we have at least temporarily reached the end of the progress, the defining
achievement of liberal democracy.

Vertical mobility eroding

The chart below shows a sharp rise in the rate of downward intergenerational mobility as we
move from seniors to younger Canada (a nearly threefold increase). Arguably, the prime driver of
this is rising inequality which is increasing quickly across all advanced western economies.4
Notably, as Miles Corak notes,5 the incidence of upward vertical mobility across generations is
dropping most sharply in those places which are becoming more unequal at an even faster pace.
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Income relative to father
* Lower female labour force participation rate and historical gender inequality confound mother comparison

Q. Thinking about your current annual income and comparing that to what your
father earned at the same age as you are now, would you say that, using
inflation-adjusted dollars, you earn more, less, or about the same as your
father?

All respondents

10

25-44

7

45-64

9

65+

NA/DK/NR
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11

34

17

44

17

34
15

Less (1-3)

39

32

17
20
About the same (4)

40
54
More (5-7)

BASE: Canadians; December 12-20, 2013 (n=1,531), MOE +/- 2.5%, 19 times out of 20

The economic ladder is missing rungs in the middle and people are less motivated to try climbing
with those conditions in place. Merit is less relevant as the system is now “stickier” at the top and
bottom of the social ladder. This failure of the incentive system is hobbling innovation and effort
and creating a more tepid growth pattern where the relatively more slowly growing pie is
appropriated by an ever slenderer cohort at the top.6 We are literally killing the goose that lays
the golden eggs underpinning healthy middle class economies.
If one thinks this problem is self-correcting or going away, ponder the chart below which is a
couple of days old. Very few Canadians think their financial situation is improving but the sense
of progress seems to get smaller as we move from ten to five to one year comparisons. What
does it say about an economy which defines shared progress as an economic and moral
imperative that less than one in five thinks their lot improved last year?
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Self-rated progress
Q. Thinking about your personal financial situation, would you say you have
moved ahead, stayed the same, or fallen behind over the last YEAR / FIVE
YEARS / TEN YEARS?

One Year
8
34

41

18
n=1,217, MOE +/- 2.8%, 19 times out of 20

Five Years
6
33

41

21
n=1,204, MOE +/- 2.8%, 19 times out of 20

Ten Years
6
33

35

26
n=1,186, MOE +/- 2.9%, 19 times out of 20

DK/NR

Fallen behind

Stayed the same
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Moved ahead

BASE: Canadians (third-sample each); February 18-24, 2015

For those who think it has always been like this or that Canada is either immune or charting a
differing path, it is not so. In broad brush strokes, four Anglo-Saxon economies have followed the
same curve, which seems to be leading to a reproduction of the original gilded age of robber
barons which predated the great depression.

Income Inequality in Anglo-Saxon Countries

Source:
CopyrightPiketty,
2015 Thomas, and Arthur Goldhammer. Capital in the twenty-first century. Cambridge
Massachusetts:
The Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, 2014. Print.
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Conclusions and going forward

Most important issue
Q. Of the following issues, which one do you think should be the most important
issue for the next federal election?

47

Restoring middle class progress
Issues related to the environment
and climate change

22

Issues related to security and
terrorism

21

11

Democratic renewal
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Note: Figures adjusted to exclude those who did not provide valid responses
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BASE: Canadians (half-sample); February 4-10, 2015 (n=1,793), MOE +/- 2.3%, 19 times out of 20

Will the issue of middle class progress be an issue in the coming election? There are good
arguments that once the emotion and chauvinism surrounding terror and ‘cultural’ issues fade,
this issue will reassume its pinnacle position.7 What will Canadians think in the fall when the
inevitable early enthusiasm for another Middle East adventure doomed to yield disappointment
yet again fades? They will look at a relatively moribund Canadian economy lurching along at subtwo-point growth with nothing available for any members of the depleted middle class. They will
ponder the prudence of a long term bet on the short term prospect for carbon super power
status. They will look enviously at an American economy moving at twice the clip of ours under
the explicit framing of what Obama calls ‘middle class economics”. They will look to their
prospective leaders and ask who has the most plausible blueprint to restart middle class
progress?
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